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About This Game

WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, is a single player combat simulation with thousands if single player missions, never the same, of the
first combat aircraft dogfights during World War I, 1914-1918!

WarBirds, Dawn of Aces is a graphically excellent, historically correct, and exciting simulation flying game for arcade,
realistic, and expert players.

And, if you would like to challenge other real players online you can go online in massively multiplayer reenactments of
historical battles against hundreds of other players online worldwide FREE with early war aircraft!

WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, has great single player missions including: Training Missions–Learn the cockpit, takeoffs, bombing
and strafing, dogfighting, and bringing your aircraft home; Instant Action Missions–Jump into one of 8 different missions where

the fight is on, Air to Air, and Air to Ground; Campaign Missions–A Series of linked historical missions leading up to the
success or failure of the air battle over the trenches and a confrontation with the famous Red Baron von Richthofen;

Fly Fokker’s, Spads, and other biplane aircraft in a series of increasingly challenging missions to grow your rank and attempt to
claim the title of “WGFP”, “World’s Greatest Fighter Pilot!” Fly WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, today!

Your WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, can also be used to play WarBirds as a World War II simulator, with Mustangs, B-24s,
and most of the Allied and Axis aircraft of WW II, online FREE with early war aircraft!

For one month, players who purchase WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, will have access to all aircraft in WarBirds for both
WW I and WW II online. After your first month you can fly FREE with early war aircraft online or take a

subscription to continue full access to all 200 aircraft, all terrains, and all online arenas.
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warbirds dawn of aces world war i air combat

THE BEST GAME EVER!!! and yea lol i found this game cause its to do with a crow ffs. Its super fun and todally my game if u
know what i mean ( read edgy S**t about Suncrow in my profile if u wunna know ). The crow kills and protects things from
evil, thats Suncrows job too! they should call it like SUNCROW THE GAME xD but no one but my family and friends know
about suncrow.
. Total scam, avoid! They took some old crappy bakery simulator and re-decorated it. Even left "bread" and "bakery" in some
places, were lazy to translate it properly, I guess. Interface is bad and confusing, engine is very outdated. They marked it as
"adult" game with "sexual content" and put a high price. There is nothing of it there.. Meet your death straight on.
Slay as many foes as you can.
Who will be left standing.. It's pretty good.. Really creative Point and Click adventure sequel to my favourite title from Pendulo
(Yesterday.)
Puzzles were hard and I didn't want the story to end.
. Clever but in the end, boring.. The most boring game ever.You have lots of different quests for the same monsters. Kill
20\/take 20egs\/take 20brains\/find 1 note for the same monster.
World is tiny so exploring the map is boring also.Potions requires real money(don't know if you need them but still).Some
locked content for f2p user and that's it.
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I love walking simulators like The Beginner's Guide and the visual design of Monument Valley, but this game has nothing to it.
There's essentially zero gameplay, and the poetry that takes the place of dialogue is too abstract to really connect with. Too short
to be meaningful, too repetitive to be engaging.. One of my favourite shooting games for the VIVE. Videos don't do it justice.
Well executed and well optimized. Tip - Shoot the logo on the billboard to teleport to a dark road area! Hardcore Night mode
really gets you on edge! Once you unlock the rifles you can really start mowing them down at a rate of knots!!. Psychedelic
visuals and cool soundtrack; fun gameplay with decent replayability; developer is very responsive to feedback; great value.

Edit: there have been several major content updates since my original review, and the value of this game is now beyond
bonkers.. While interesting and lightly educational. This time/resource management game is completable within about an hour.
For the current $5 price that's just past my value marker. It does have replayability but the game is restricted to four levels. At
this level of investment I would assume a minimum of 12 plants to play around with.

Overall the gameplay is solid for the limited levels available but it just seems too short and an expansion would make this a must
buy.. It's better than the original, sure. But I can't really recommend it.

Pros:
Beautiful art style
Big world to explore.
Much longer than the first game.
Works great with an Xbox controller
It's actually kind of fun :).

Cons:
Performance issues
Long loading times
Tons of glitches (I once flew into the sky lol)
Crashes
Weird controls
Bad camera (and you can't even invert it!)
When you first start playing, you have no idea what to do or where to go (but it's open world, I know).
Level design is meh. The world feels pretty boring and uninspired.

Neutral:
Music and sound design is... ok, I guess? A little boring and repetive at times.

If you really want it, buy it on sale (like I did).. I never knew killing Llama's could be so fun. Better drop out of school so that I
can become a pro.. As someone who plays point&click games for its story, I quite enjoyed this game. The puzzles are
adequately challenging for fans of point&click genre. I felt the art and the sound are used to create a convincing Victorian
atmosphere.

And the length is also fine for its price. I have been waiting a while for act two. I hope the developer gets around to it.. Tori is an
extremely relaxing and calming experience. I would recommend for anyone. It is rather short (about 30 minutes), but it is worth
it. A great stress\/anxiety relieving game, and actually really fun interactive and atmospheric story-telling. Feels very similar to
Proteus, if that's your jam.. Not half bad.
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